
The Icosahedron of Insight-Emotions 

 

Does someone’s behavior baffle you? Do you baffle yourself? Consult the                     

Icosahedron of Insight-Emotions & shine a light on the dark corners of the heart. 

Angry 
Sad, or     

Depressed 
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Confused Disgusted 
Envious,   

or Jealous 

Fearful Ambitious Dangerous Ennui 

Directionless 

Vulnerable Vindictive 
Victorious,     

or Vindicated Tired 

Friendly Unscrupulous Focused 
Happy,         

or Content 

Lustful, or      

Desirous 

Instructions: Cut out around the entire outer-perimeter of the icosahedron. Using a ruler, bend-under the flaps toward the blank side of the page, and 

fold along the solid lines between the triangular facets so that the folded edge is toward the print-side, and the bent-side is on the blank side. Glue or 

tape each tab to the inside of the triangular facet next to it, so the solid lines of each triangle meet. Then glue or tape the two ends of the figure      

together in order to form your icosahedron. You’re ready to roll! 

Wronged 



The Icosahedron of Insight-Plans 
So what are they planning?                                                                                                                         

Consult the Icosahedron of Insight-Plans & find out! 

 

A                                  

Surprise                        

Attack on an                 

Exposed Sector                 

A                                    

Subtle                             

Whispering                   

Campaign                   

Against A                        

Perceived Adversary 

A                                      

Retreat,                                 

& Waiting                             

to  see how                        

Things Develop 

Divide                                       

&                                         

Conquer    
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Nothing.                     

They’re                           

Perfectly Content.          

Why Spoil it? 

Tying-Up                           

the Object of                 

Their Ire in                      

Litigation 

They  Seek 

Solitude in 

Order to   

Process This                                  

Nothing,            

Just Stew              

in it for Awhile      

They’ll                  

Seek Success in    

Another Sector 

They                                  

Plan to Keep                    

Quiet about This 

Seek Out                     

New Friends, or           

Sympathetic Allies 

Focus on        

Their Next       

Intended Conquest             

To Get the                 

Object of Their    

Attention Alone, 

Then Strike 

A Display               

Meant to Impress        

the Other Party 

Pretend      

Everything 

is Okay 

Adopt  a                     

‘Fake It ‘Till You     

Make It’ Attitude 

Present                        

Them With                   

Gifts in Order to                       

Secure Their Good Will 

To be                        

Up-Front &            

Honest About       

What They’re Feeling, 

Embark on a         

Self-Improvement     

Campaign 

Hope or Trust                        

Something Good     

Comes Out of All This 

Instructions: Cut out around the entire outer-perimeter of the icosahedron. Using a ruler, bend-under the flaps toward the blank side of the page, and 

fold along the solid lines between the triangular facets so that the folded edge is toward the print-side, and the bent-side is on the blank side. Glue or 

tape each tab to the inside of the triangular facet next to it, so the solid lines of each triangle meet. Then glue or tape the two ends of the figure         

together in order to form your icosahedron. You’re ready to roll! 



The Icosahedron of Insight-Identity 
Who are they feeling these emotions about? Who are they making these plans for?                                              

Consult the Icosahedron o f Identity and find out! 

Mother Father Sister                             
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Brother Cousin 

Aunt 

Uncle 

Grand–     

Parent 

 Neighbor 

Co-Worker 

Business 

Partner 

Fellow            

Parishioner 
Spouse         

or Lover 

Unknown         

Enemy 

Somebody 

at School 

Boss, or              

Supervisor 

Rival                    

or Enemy 
Stranger 

The  

Object of       

Their Desire 

Someone             

Who                  

Shall Remain                  

Nameless for Now 

Instructions: Cut out around the entire outer-perimeter of the icosahedron. Using a ruler, bend-under the flaps toward the blank side of the page, and 

fold along the solid lines between the triangular facets so that the folded edge is toward the print-side, and the bent-side is on the blank side. Glue or 

tape each tab to the inside of the triangular facet next to it, so the solid lines of each triangle meet. Then glue or tape the two ends of the figure      

together in order to form your icosahedron. You’re ready to roll! 



The Icosahedron of Insight-Action 

So what can you do about this? Anything?                                                                                                 

Consult the Icosahedron of Insight-Action and find out! 

Instructions: Cut out around the entire outer-perimeter of the icosahedron. Using a ruler, bend-under the flaps toward the blank side of the page, 

and fold along the solid lines between the triangular facets so that the folded edge is toward the print-side, and the bent-side is on the blank side. 

Glue or tape each tab to the inside of the triangular facet next to it, so the solid lines of each triangle meet. Then glue or tape the two ends of the 

figure together in order to form your icosahedron. You’re ready to roll! 

 There is nothing                                            

you can do, or need         

to do, in this situation.            

Whip                    

Something up             

in the kitchen for  

them. Nothing says     

‘I care’ like a specially-      

prepared treat 

Warn the                   

person you think         

may be in danger,           

& let them take it from 

there 

Try to divert                  

them by planning            

some fun activity               

or excursion 

Discuss                                     

the situation                            

with a trusted                        

person. They may have         

some valuable insights 

Let them                     

know ‘I’m here if           

you ever need to talk’ 

Seek to       

alleviate any 

burdens or 

responsibilities 

they have 

Try to replace     

their current focus   

of attention with 

something else 

  Sit back & enjoy 

the show. It may be 

you next time 

‘Music                      

sooths the savage      

beast’. So do gifts, 

sometimes 

A peace offering 

or a sincere   

apology can do a 

lot right now 

You may 

 have to fight fire with 

fire in this case 
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Help them        

see the positives  

of the situation. 

We all lose sight 

of those at times 

Realize the real                       

challenge here may be         

for you to do nothing. 

Let it go.           

They’ll do what they 

want in this situation, 

anyway 

Resort                                     

to spiritual                             

solutions— Prayer,             

meditation, or even                               

spell-work, if that’s your bag 

Seek to make some               

form of restitution to          

the affronted party 

A                                      

clear-the-air 

  conversation,                    

no matter how                  

uncomfortable, is             

the best solution here 

Marshall                                 

your forces & line                 

up supportive allies;              

you’ll need them soon. 

Lie low for                                  

awhile, & stay out            

of  the line-of-fire             

if you can.                             

Make yourself scarce 


